DESSERTS!

Devil's food cake is made of chocolate, __ food cake is white and light
"As American as __ pie"
Crème Brulée literally means "__ cream"
A __ is a thin French pancake topped with fruit, sugar or liqueur
A favorite dessert to have with tea
When making baked __ you actually put ice cream in the oven!
A __ cake may not have caffeine in it, just cinnamon and nuts
Get a __ cake topped with powdered sugar at the county fair
The French word for cake
A campfire favorite
__ is a Turkish dessert made with thin dough, nuts, and honey
A Sicilian dessert meaning "little tube"
A __ is similar to a baked crisp or crumble made with fresh fruit
__ is made of milk or cream, egg yolks, sugar and vanilla
__ __ pie is the state pie of Florida
As Donkey told Shrek, this dessert has layers - just like onions
Chocolate, vanilla, butterscotch and tapioca __
Some newlyweds save the top of their __ cake to eat one year later
Chocolate __ are cake-like and often have nuts mixed in
If something is "à la mode" it has a scoop of __ on top
Lemon __ pie has a topping of egg whites and sugar
Shaved ice and a flavored syrup make up a __
A __ is normally triangle-shaped and filled with apples or cherries
This favorite flavor can be a cake, cookie or mousse
This cream-filled pastry is also slang for someone who can't fight
The favorite Christmas dessert that you can give, and give, and give
Serve this covered in strawberries and whipped cream
Popular ice cream shop dessert

Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:
______
________
________

Copy boxed letters to form your hidden message:
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